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Zooming into the study area, it is 338 acres bounded by I 24, Jefferson street and the river, made up of predominantly industrial uses, asphalt surface parking lots, and Nissan stadium. 
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CMs thank you for the opportunity to present to you this afternoon. I’m Anna Grider with the Planning Department and I’ve been project managing the East Bank Planning Study for the department for the last 18 months. I’m going to provide a brief overview of the East Bank today, with a focus on the current zoning and metro property ownership.  To begin, this slide orients us to the East Bank in the context of the broader city, with the East Bank highlighted. As you can see the East Bank is in the heart of our city, directly across the river from downtown. To the north of the study area is River North and the planned home of the new Oracle Campus, which is slated to bring 8,500 people to their campus. There are other significant projects and investments at Cayce Place, Truck Stops and along Dickerson Road.   And, while this development was anticipated last year, the Historic 2nd Avenue Recovery effort was unanticipated, but it reinforced the need to think about the future of the East Bank in a way that responds to the city around it and reflects community aspirations.  Without planning the East Bank is at risk of developing in a piecemeal fashion, one property at a time, where accomplishing community goals – such as for mobility – can become afterthoughts and consequently very difficult to accomplish. We saw the need to develop a comprehensive vision that ensures community goals guide development in a thoughtful way, and meaningfully relate, projects and neighborhoods to one another – and to the river in a new way. And, so we embarked on the East Bank Planning Study.
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Existing Barriers
Historically, the river & I-24 have 
limited connectivity to the East 
Bank.

I-24 boundary
1.37 miles

Riverfront boundary
1.7 miles

Incomplete street network
5 turns required to traverse north-
south

Limited uses
127 acres of surface parking

Ea st Ba nk Ba rrie rs
I-24 boundary

Cumberland River boundary

Incomplete Street Network

Existing access points
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There are a lot of existing barriers – both natural and manmade – on the East Bank today. These barriers not only impact those utilizing/visiting the East Bank but also nearby residents. You’ll notice the barriers are interior to the study area, where we have a broken street network and exterior, where we have the interstate, bridges and river systems.
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MUI/MUI-A (Mixed-Use Intensive)
170 acres

IR (Industrial Restrictive)
89 acres

IG (Industrial General)
72 acres

SP (Specific Plan)
25 acres

CF (Commercial Core Frame)
12 acres

MUG/MUG-A (Mixed-Use General)
11 acres

Existing Zoning 
on the East Bank
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Existing zoning on the East Bank is dominated by MUI and MUI-A, mixed-use intensive and mixed-use alternative shown in the pink and covering 170 acres. These are the most intense mixed use zoning districts we have. Midtown is a good comparison where we have a lot of MUI and MUI-A zoning. MUI and MUI-A permit exactly the same uses. Height under MUI-A is a maximum of 15 stories in 150 ft and there are height bonuses for providing plazas and arcades. There isn’t a maximum number of stories under MUI, rather it is determined by a height control plane -  an imaginary inclined plane that slopes over a lot to establish the maximum height of structures on that lot. So height is constrained by the configuration of the lot and there are no bonuses for height. Max height at the setback line is 7 stories in 105 feet then the height control plane governs (1.5 v to 1 h).Both have the same Floor Area Ratio of 5.0, but have different bulk standards. FAR is the measurement of a building's floor area in relation to the size of the lot/parcel that the building is located on. FAR is derived by dividing the total area of the building by the total area of the parcel.The next largest zoning categories are IR and IG, Industrial Restrictive in yellow and Industrial General, in the green covering 89 and 72 acres respectively. IR generally permits less intense industrial uses so you are more likely to see distribution and warehousing, whereas IG permits more of the heavy industrial uses from an impact standpoint including things like asphalt plant and scrap operations, both categories also permit a range of commercial uses including auto sales, car wash, grocery store and hotel. IR also permits general office while IG does not permit office uses and neither allow residential uses.Specific Plan here is for the truck stop SP on 25 acres for a seven-block mixed use project that would accommodate 1.2M SF of office, 650 hotel rooms spread 1,400 residential units, 230,000 SF of ground floor retail and a 3-acre linear park designed to tie into the planned greenway network throughout the East Bank. Height of up to 30 stories is permitted. CF, Core Frame in blue is our most intense commercial district, prior to the adoption of the Downtown Code this was the most commonly found zoning in downtown and permits a range of commercial uses. MUG and MUG-A make up 11 acres in the northern part of the East Bank. This is our mid range mixed use zoning category, with MUG height dictated by the height control plane and MUG-A having a max height of 7 stories. 



Metro-Owned Land 
on the East Bank

Sports Authority
89 acres

MDHA
16 acres

Metro Water
5 acres

Juvenile Court
3 acres

TOTAL
113 acres
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Finally this slide shows the breakdown on metro-owned land on the East Bank, with the majority (almost 89 acres) shown in the orange owned by the Sports Authority, the 16 acres in red along the riverfront owned by MDHA. Almost 5 acres in blue owned by Metro Water for their Washington Regulator Facility and 3 acres for the Juvenile Justice Center. That concludes my slides. Myself, Director Kempf and Matt Loftis with MDHA are happy to answer any questions you have. 



East Bank Redevelopment District (MDHA)
(1996-2025)
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Adopted in 1996, the East Bank Redevelopment Plan focused on creating a site for the Titans Stadium, revitalizing the commercial strip along Main Street, removing blight and better linking the district with Downtown through improvements on the Shelby Street Bridge for pedestrians and associated uses.  As of today, there is only one TIF loan that is still outstanding, Fifth and Main.  The District is set to expire in 2025. 



Questions?
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